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As I implicitly suggest in my essay on emotions in Redefining Literary Semiotics, (2009, eds. 

Veivo, Ljungberg and Johansen), the human body does not distinguish between truth and literary 

fiction. This is due to our innate capacity of mirroring others in the body, which ultimately reveals 

literature as an effective simulant of emotional identification and empathy. However, besides this 

biological, evolutionary convention directing the perception of the human Umwelt, also culturally 

constructed cognitive schemas vigorously regulate individual and collective interaction. Therefore 

so-called gut-responses are not truthful reflections of the world but rather such reactions represent 

culturally regulated material. This makes literature a fascinating experimental field that varies 

aesthetic discourses to demonstrate how cultural factors constitute our collective practices and 

memory.  

 

My presentation explores the ways in which literature can help us to become aware of those cultural 

schemas that unavoidably regulate our ways of feeling, remembering, and acting. Using empathic 

reading, I emphasise the idea that it is not the emotional meanings in themselves but rather the 

manner of their aesthetic and narrative organisation that matters. This implies that, to be understood 

in all their richness, affective literary figures must be progressively interpreted in their proper 

textual contexts. As examples I will use trauma fiction such as Kazuo Ishiguro’s When We Were 

Orphans (2000), where emotion-memory interaction is embedded in a seemingly cool, ‘realistic’ 

repetition of figures pointing to painful but unclear memories. However, returning creatively in the 

course of the narrative, these figures appear in new textual contexts so as to be loaded with renewed 

emotional and cognitive meanings. This development unveils the schematic nature of individual 

beliefs underpinning dominant values and standards, thus enhancing the reader’s critical 

(self)reflectivity on the spectrum of modal alternatives in real life.  

 


